Abstract
Introduction
Game development is usually regarded as simpler for mobile devices than for desktop platforms. Indeed, the resources provided by the latter support more complex applications, and the development cycle tends to be longer. On the other hand, mobile games (and mobile applications, in general) must adhere to a strong portability requirement. In fact, service carriers typically demand from developers that a single application be deployed in a dozen or more platforms. In a more demanding case, a single game had to be ported to 69 different devices [16] .
Porting stems from a combination of technical and business constraints. Manufactures release different devices targeting diverse customer profiles, in ever-shortening time periods. Besides, operators and publishers need that the developed games be delivered to the greatest possible number of users, forcing the developer to provide multiple versions of the application, each optimized to a specific device. The demand of porting mobile games is so critical in the industry that there are currently specialized companies in providing such service [21] .
Despite being a known critical problem in industry, most current practices only address the portability issue superficially. In fact, the presented solutions are more descriptive than prescriptive; additionally, they present many hypothe-ses that restrict their applicability, and very few have been validated in the industry [13, 15, 6, 8, 4] . This paper contributes to mobile software development by exploring portability issues, showing how critical they are for mobile games. In addition, we analyze existent approaches to these issues, identifying their shortcomings. In this context, we propose some guidelines to improve the porting process of mobile game applications. To this end, we describe our porting experience in case studies, involving 3 industrial-strength J2ME [20] games. In each case study, we rely on a distinguishing technique, which we contrast to one another, assessing their relative usefulness.
As we argue in the paper, although our case studies are J2ME games and it might thus be supposed that J2ME inherently supports portability, the portability issues we address are mostly present not only in J2ME, but also in other technologies such as BREW [3] , and thus the guidelines we propose may be applied in a wider context.
The next section lists, analyzes, and quantifies the involved challenges in the porting activity. In Section 3, we describe the case studies involving the porting of games, and we evaluate the corresponding techniques in Section 4. We synthesize learned lessons and good practices in Section 5. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Section 7 offers concluding remarks.
Challenges
A significant amount of different mobile devices is produced and sold because there are segments of the market with distinct needs and financial resources. Therefore, the game developer needs to adapt the games so that these comply with the specific requirements of each target device.
Even ignoring BREW [3] and Symbian [9] , and focusing on the J2ME [20] universe, which is currently the most used platform form developing mobile games, porting demands significant effort from the development team due to several challenges. The main challenges, according to our experience, are as follows:
• Different features of the devices regarding user interface, such as screen size, number of colors, pixel size, sounds, and keyboard layout;
• Different execution memory availability and maximum application size;
• Different profiles (MIDP 1.0 and MIDP 2.0);
• Different implementations of a same profile in J2ME [19] (different JSRs);
• Proprietary APIs and optional packages;
• Device-specific bugs;
• Internationalization. J2ME technology is evolving with the release of version 2.0 of its specification [11] and the optional libraries specification, which can be present in the devices [19] . Moreover, most device manufactures supply proprietary APIs which extend standard J2ME functionalities. These innovations could be ignored (not used), thereby supporting porting (since all games would be implemented using the same API). However, industrial-strength games frequently rely on such native APIs, optional packages, and more advanced profiles like MIDP 2.0. Likewise, some carriers require the inclusion of their proprietary APIs in the telephones they commercialize and demand that developers use these libraries, further compromising portability. All this myriad of resources, of which the developer should take advantage to build professional games, makes porting very expensive and complex.
Despite the manufacturers efforts to make their devices totally compatible with the J2ME standard specification, some devices have known bugs, requiring a number of device-specific work arounds from the programmer when he or she has to use the defective libraries. Once again, porting is compromised.
Lastly, there is the natural language issue: developers and publishers which operate globally inexorably need to translate their games to a great variety of natural languages. In some cases, several natural languages can be included in a single build; however, most of the times, it is more convenient and efficient, in terms of final size of the application, to have several builds, one for each natural language.
Not only in the brazilian market but also in the US and Europe, we have experienced that most of the issues described previously are equally shared by development in other platforms and thus are not specific to J2ME. Therefore, the incurred software engineering issues have a wider context.
As a result of these factors, developers are frequently forced to develop up to dozens of variations of a single game, optimized for different types of devices, operators, and languages. This further complicates the game development process, thus very likely having a negative impact on the quality of the resulting software, because these variations usually involve modifications scattered across various artifacts. Accordingly, providing consistent maintenance of these variations becomes a more expensive and error-prone task, as the functional common core is normally dispersed across such variations.
In order to illustrate the impact on the resulting code, we considered the porting of a game we developed (Rain of Fire) from Motorola's platform T720 to Nokia's Series 60, both J2ME-compliant, but the latter relying on proprietary API offering advanced graphics manipulation. Despite the apparent functional game simplicity, the differences between the devices prompted changes in almost all applica-tion classes, adding up to 79 modifications. The average size of each modification was 2 lines per modification, which revealed the fine granularity of these changes. 
Case Studies
In this section we present case studies with porting industrial-strength J2ME games. Each of these investigates the use of a specific porting technique. Initially, we give a brief description of each game; next, we explain the corresponding porting issues; we then describe the technique itself, and how it was actually used; finally, we evaluate the technique. In the next section, we contrast these mechanisms.
Incremental Approach: the Zaak Case
Zaak is a game which mixes elements of platform and puzzle. In this game, the player controls a clumsy wizard apprentice who needs to rescue fairies which have been prisoned by a renegade wizard. In order to do this, the wizard must use several items to make an escape path for the fairies.
The game was initially developed with the purpose of making the most usage of the capacity of Nokia Series 60, which has specifications above average. Because of this, Zaak became a limit application regarding usage of heap memory, processing power, and application size. This version of Zaak has about 180KB of size and uses more than 1,5MB of execution memory.
In order to target a larger market with the game, it had to be ported to a high number of devices. Accordingly, it was decided to port Zaak to Nokia's Series 40 devices. The choice of porting the game to this platform is justified by the following facts. These devices have similar specifications and also have APIs in common with Series 60's devices, which were used in the original version of the game. Besides that, Series 40 represents a fair portion of the devices with J2ME in markets like Europe and Asia. However, this series presents at least two significant constraints: maximum application size of 64KB and heap memory limit of 200KB.
The first porting effort was reducing dramatically the application size for it to fit in the target device. Prior to porting, we identified all optional application features that could be removed or simplified without compromising gameplay and would result in gain of space. This way, we decided to simplify user interface and animations, and remove images that were not strictly necessary. The source code was inspected to identify and remove all elements implementing any of these removed issues, thereby reducing application size.
Next, further game size reduction was accomplished by resizing the images, to make the game elements proportional to the smaller screen size of the target devices. This prompted a reduction of around 50KB in the application size.
We then decided to decrease the number of levels in the game, without, however, making it too short. Besides that, since the levels were shortened because of the smaller screen size of the target devices, the level files became smaller as well. With all this work, the game size was reduced from 186KB to 63KB.
Once the application size constraint was met, we addressed the 200KB heap size constraint. First, it was necessary to change the image allocation policy used. In the Series 60 devices, there is a serious bug preventing the garbage collector from completely freing the memory used by an image object. This way, there is a memory leak every time an image resource is allocated and freed more than once during the execution of the application. Therefore, the approach to allocate such resources on the Series 60 version was to load all images to be used during game start up and leave them in the memory as long as the application was running. Since the heap memory of this series' devices is large enough, adopting such technique was not an issue. The pre-allocation code for images in Series60 is indicated below: On the other hand, the target devices (Series 40) have the 200 KB heap size constraint, which would make the previous approach of keeping all images in memory all time unfeasible. Contrary to the process in the Series 60, garbage collection on Series 40 does not cause and memory leak. Therefore, the suitable image allocation policy for this platform was keeping in memory only the images that would be used immediately, and make them eligible to be collected as soon as they had been used. The following code snippet illustrates this approach: where changeScreen() is called whenever the game control changes the current screen. As shown, the implementation first releases the current screen's image resources.
Another required change to comply with the heap size constraint was removing the use of back buffers during the game. However, due to the good processing power of the target devices, this did not cause flicking, neither made the game too slow. Table 2 synthesizes the final results of this case study.
Program Transformation: The Rain of Fire Case
Rain of Fire is a shooting game, where the player is the guard master of a city and controls ballistae and catapults to defend his/her town from several types of flying dragons with different speeds, power and attack patterns. It is not necessary to kill every dragon, but to destroy as many as possible in order to avoid the main city buildings from being destroyed.
The game was initially ported in an ad hoc way to 3 devices: Nokia Series 40, Nokia Series 60, and Motorola T720. In other words, each device-specific version was developed by copying an existing one, and adapting it manually. Clearly, this poses serious maintenance problems, especially in this domain, where the number of versions for a single game is frequently large. The goal of the study was to analyze the existing device-specific versions, identify the incurred variation patterns, and propose a technique to manage these variations systematically while exploring the commonality. Although the technique was applied retroactively (we created a product line from games that were already made), the general benefit would be to use it to either port a game to new platforms or to start porting new games to an existing platform. The approach relies on the Java Transformation System (JaTS) [17] , which we briefly describe next. Later, we present the solution, explaining how porting issues were handled. Java Transformation System (JaTS) is a tool capable of applying user-defined transformations to programs written in java. A JaTS transformation consists of two parts: matching and replacement. Each of these parts needs respectively a left-hand side (matching) and a right-hand side (destination) template. Apart from these, each transformation also needs a java source file for the templates to be applied to. The output of the transformation is the java source file, altered with the changes defined on the replacement template.
JaTS transformations are written in a language that extends Java with JaTS constructs. The goal of these constructs is to allow type (class or interface) matching and the specification of new types that are to be generated. The simplest among these is the JaTS variable, which consists of a Java identifier preceded by the '#' character. Both matching and replacement templates are written using this language. The left-hand side template is matched to the source Java file being transformed (what means that both must have similar syntactic structure). The right-hand side template is a skeleton of the program that will be the produced by the transformation; it can transform the structure of left-hand side template (as well as add code to it), and consequently, the java source file (since there is a binding between those from the matching phase).
The application of a JaTS transformation to a Java type is performed in three phases: parsing, transformation, and unparsing. The second phase, transformation, is itself in three steps: matching, replacement, and execution. The first matches the parse tree of the left-hand side of the transformation with the parse tree of the source Java type being transformed. Roughly, a node in the source type matches the one in the left-hand side if they are identical or if the second one corresponds to a JaTS variable. A mapping from variables to the values that they were matched to is produced by the matching. This is called the result map of the matching. The second step consists of replacing occurrences of JaTS variables in the parse tree of the right-hand side by corresponding values in the result map. The last step consists of executing some JaTS structures in the parse tree of the right-hand side of the transformation. Such structures either query or update the parse tree, by optionally using iterative or conditional declarations.
After analyzing the source code difference patterns of Rain of Fire's implementation for the three platforms, we observed that JaTS would be a suitable tool to handle the variations identified. The solution consisted on extracting the code for an abstract platform (the Core) from the existing concrete ones, such that this core which would contain all game features that were common to all platforms; after that, the code for each platform would be generated Table 3 . List of templates found by transformations on this Core. It is worth mentioning that the code for the Core platform is not functional; it can't be compiled. The main reason for its existence is to delimit the boundaries of the code that can be used in all three platforms without any modification. Building the core required cataloguing all variations found. In order to do this, we analyzed the source codes for the games, 2 by 2, using a diff-like tool. The code sections where we found differences were further analyzed, in the attempt of finding relationships between them and features of the games (identifying the semantics of the differences). These were our variations. Next, we defined a pair of transformations (a set of changes on the source code) for each variation: one transformation that would turn devicespecific code on the Core (called T1), and the reverse transformation, which would generate device-specific code from the Core (T2). We then identified code patterns that were present in all occurrences of each variation; overall, we were able to identify patterns for 11 variations. Finally, we created JaTS templates to match these patterns in source code and realize both T1 and T2. Table 3 shows a list of the templates developed.
Based on these templates for solving the variations, we set for constructing a Software Product Line [5] for the game. Since we had templates to address all the existing variations between the 3 different versions of the game, all we had to do was instantiate these templates for each occurrence of these variations. The first step was to merge all the template sets (left and right hand templates) responsible for implementing T1 (platform-to-core transformation) for every class in the game. This way, each class would have only one set of T1 templates, that included all variations necessary to transform a device-specific code into Core code, instead of one set for each variation.
The template set merging process was repeated for the T2 transformation. It was then possible to generate device specific code for any of the three platforms included in the software product line by applying the T2 transformations to the Core platform. The product line structure after this process is represented on Figure 1 . For example, one of the problems we came across while analyzing the differences among the three platforms, was the Flip feature variation. In the game, several images must be drawn in both directions (left to right and vice versa), like catapults, for example (see Figure 2) ; this drawing was implemented differently in Nokia's platforms and Motorola's T720. While in T720 there is a need for image objects facing both directions, Nokia's proprietary API features the flip operation, which can mirror an image upon its drawing on a canvas. In order to draw the two catapults on the T720 there were two calls to the drawing method receiving two different images as parameters (to draw the catapults on the left and right, respectively); in contrast, in Nokia's platforms, there was one call to the same drawing method used in T720 (to draw the left catapult), and another one to the proprietary API's method, receiving the same image as a parameter, but indicating that it should be flipped.
Figure 2. Catapults and dragons facing both directions on Rain of Fire
The approach we chose to solve this variation is as follows: since the first call to the drawing method was common to both platforms, it should be moved to the Core with T1's JaTS templates. The subsequent call, however, would not be there; instead, the Core would have a call to a drawRightCatapult() method, whose definition would be implemented differently depending on the platform. The method definition and its composition with the core was accomplished with T2's JaTS templates. Figure 3 shows the templates for implementing the T1 transformation for this variation. The names after the # character are called meta-variables; they are used to represent elements of java source code such as class names, attributes, constants, code blocks, and so on. These templates are not totally complete; although they are functional, some parts of the code that would make it more generic were omitted for the sake of brevity and legibility.
Upon transformation, the meta-variables in Figure 3(a) are matched to the elements of the java source file; #ATTRS (a FieldDeclarationSet) is used to store all the attributes of the class, while #CDS and #MTDS (ConstructorDeclarationSet and MethodDeclarationSet respectively) store the constructors and methods of the class. This same template captures a method in the code with the signature void m()(hypothetically, the method which draws the catapults), and divides the body of this method into three meta-variables #B1, #B2 and #B3. In our example, #B2 is the code block of the method where the right catapult is drawn, and is specified explicitly by the developer.
The right-hand side template in Figure 3 (b) makes the transformation output the java file with the same structure that was captured by the matching template (it just outputs the previously captured attributes, constructors and methods), except for the body of the m() method. Notice that instead of a block #B2 between #B1 and #B3 we now have a call to this.newM(), where newM() represents drawRightCatapult() in our case). This transformation is partially equivalent to the Extract Method refactoring [7] , except for the fact that the extracted method (containing #B2's code) is not implemented anywhere in the resulting class; this code is stored elsewhere, for future use in the T2 transformation (Core to specific platform). This way it can be implemented differently for each platform in the product line. The resulting code from the transformation is the code of the Core abstract platform. Figure 4 represents T2, that is, the reverse transformation of T1 in Figure 3 . The template in Figure 4 (a) just captures the source code as it is, without specifying any matching constraints; Figure 4 (b) shows the replacement template, which outputs the code and adds the implementation for newM() specific for the platform, thus generating device specific code. It is the body of this method that differentiates code from one platform to another's with respect to the flip feature: from this point we could generate code for the S60, S40 or T720, depending on the replacement template chosen to apply to the Core.
T1 and T2 illustrated here address only one instance of a specific variation; they show how to derive code useful for an abstract platform from a concrete one, and vice-versa. As mentioned before, the complete transformation (the one that addresses all existent variations of a platform) consists of applying several of these template sets (matching and replacement) to many java source files.
The solution proved to be effective, and the variations were solved. It was easy working with the code patterns for variations, because JaTS templates work with patternmatching. Apart from that, since JaTS transformations act directly on the source code, the code for each platform is legible and localized. With the use of T1 and T2 transformations, it is possible to define a porting path from one platform to any other in the product line, via the Core platform. However, there are some disadvantages: JaTS pattern matching has limited flexibility, and the templates used for these transformations depend partially on the Core code. Therefore, Core evolution potentially leads to JaTS templates evolution.
Preprocessing: The My Big Brother Case
My Big Brother is an interactive fantasy J2ME game developed for a TV show called Big Brother, a well-known reality show in the Brazilian TV. The game interacts with the TV show, and the players are able to choose one of its characters and take care of them by buying food, hygienic items, gifts, and punishing them whenever they do not behave. Since the game uses a client-server system, the player is able to read news, answer quizzes, vote for characters to be expelled from the show, and update the status of your character.
To reach the target players planned by our customer, we had to port the game to all major devices in the brazilian GSM market. After carrier's report with the most popular devices, we developed 8 versions of the game to target almost 50 devices (some devices are grouped into families and run the same code).
The most relevant porting issues involved screen size, network connections, key mapping, device known bugs, and MIDP versions. First, screen size variation implied generating different assets (mostly images) for different platforms, which prompted us to deal with screen positioning of each image for each platform. Second, the game uses HTTP POST connection to communicate with the game server. These connections can behave differently in some platforms, for example, by not handling HTTP redirections, or failing to read responses coded with an application/octetstream content-type. Third, key mapping is a common variation that has to be handled in multi-platforms games: each device has its own key codes for mapping key presses.
Fourth, some devices also have known issues in the KVM implementation, thereby forcing the developer to rely on work arounds. Lastly, a device may use a specific MIDP version, which may already provide built in support for a feature that may not available in other devices; therefore, leveraging functionality across all devices involves the decision of either not using this feature at all or manually implementing it for devices where it is not built in.
Our approach to handle these variations in the game was to identify the points of discordance between the targeted platforms and, using a preprocessor tool, isolate each platform-specific code from the single code base. The tool used to accomplish this task was the Antenna preprocessor [1] , a set of Ant tasks suitable for developing wireless Java applications. Antenna provides a simple preprocessor, similar to the ones known from C and other languages. It supports conditional compilation, inclusion of one source file into another, and is helpful when trying to maintain a single source for several devices, each having its own bugs and add-on APIs, for instance.
The following examples show how some of these variations were implemented using this approach. The first example addresses MIDP implementation variation. In this case, the T610 device uses MIDP version 1.0, which does not provide off-screen buffers. Since the feature is still required for this device, we had to implement it explicitly. The solution was to implement this device-specific requirement within a preprocessor directive. The resulting structure is as follows: where bufgraph is the off-screen buffer. Next, the paint method needs to use this buffer in this platform, whereas for the others such method just uses the The build environment used by the team also allowed the inclusion of different assets (such as images) specific for each platform, isolating this kind of variation from the source code. It also allows the generation of the install files (JAR/JAD) with specific parameters for the targeted platforms. The resulting build structure is as follows:
<property file="\${model}.properties"/> ... <target name="preprocess"> <wtkpreprocess srcdir="\${midlet.home}/src" destdir="\${midlet.home}/prep" symbols="\${ppsymbols}" /> ... </target>...
The preprocess token definition was declared in a separated file ($model.properties) to isolate the specific platform code. The following example shows the properties file for N60 platform.
ppsymbols = SCREEN_N60,KEYS_N60
Our evaluation of the porting using a preprocessor is that the nature of the project was adequate for this technique. We had a tight schedule to develop the J2ME version and cover a lot of different devices, which prevented us from developing the entire basic code and then start the porting task. Instead, we organized the porting team to work jointly with the development team. The first handled device variations, whereas the second handled new game features. The drawback of this approach is that the code becomes less readable and maintainable because of the insertion of many preprocessing directives. Additionally, the IDE used by the team does not recognize the pre-processor directives, and thus the code does not compile until preprocessed by Antenna; the team is then deprived of a debugging tool within this IDE.
Evaluation
This section compares the techniques employed in the three industrial case studies we conducted. The comparison framework addresses the following criteria, which our experience suggests to be the most relevant for the porting task:
• Granularity: fine-and/or coarse-grained variability support.
• Cohesion: platform-specific code is localized.
• Coupling: platform-specific code is tangled with nonplatform specific code.
• Tool support: the mechanism is supported by a tool.
• Maintainability: the technique supports system evolution.
Accordingly, the case studies results are shown in Table 4. The table shows that the incremental approach (used in the Zaak case), although supporting both levels of variability granularity, is not supported by a tool, and has weak cohesion and maintainability, as well as high coupling, which essentially means little support is provided for managing platform-specific code. Program transformation with JaTS (the Rain of Fire case), in contrast, has improved cohesion and less coupling, due to the fact that JaTS templates isolate platform specific code from the game core. On the other hand, maintainability is moderate because core evolution prompts partial modification of JaTS templates. Finally, preprocessing has worse cohesion than JaTS because the source code for each platform, although tagged with specific preprocessor directives, is still tangled in the same class with the code for other platforms, thereby considerably decreasing legibility and maintainability.
Learned Lessons and Good Practices
The experience drawn from the 3 case studies brought some lessons and guidelines which can guide developers in the process of porting mobile game for various devices.
The approach of initially developing the game for devices with more processing power and memory capacity (in Zaak's case) was definitely not appropriate, because the effort to make the code run efficiently in phones with constrained resources was significant. Indeed, reducing animations, removing functionalities, and optimizing the use of memory and resources is a time-consuming task, making the porting difficult, and certainly longer: the game for the original platform was developed in 4 months and the porting effort to another platform was 3 months. The approach we recommend is to focus initially on phones with more restrictions, and only then, based on this code, port the game to other platforms.
Although games invariably need to run on resource-constrained devices. Additionally, the approaches we describe can be combined, for example by initially using either the program transformation or the preprocessing approach to bootstrap the product line and then evolving the product line with the incremental approach.
In all case studies, one of the greatest difficulties of the programmer carrying out the porting was to identify game objects renderization code, in order to adapt it to new screen sizes. The developer should pursue a stronger separation of concerns, separating painting logic from the rest of the game logic. Other concerns that should be separated includes the handling keyboard event, fonts, and sound. This would make it easier for a programmer to port the code to other devices with different screen dimensions, since the modifications would be more localized. A promising technique to apply in the identification and extraction of concerns is concern graphs [18] (Section 6).
In Zaak (but not in the other games), the code of the versions ported to distinct phones was replicated in separate directories, meaning that there was different code for each family of devices. This prompted a negative consequence to software maintainability: an enhancement or defect correction found had to be implemented in all versions of code, creating extra effort for the programmers, and eventually creating inconsistence among versions.
The other two games avoided this problem by using tool support to capture platform-specific code and separate it from the game core, at least in the build level. At the source code level, however, the preprocessor solution still presented high coupling. The program transformation approach relied instead on the Software Product Lines concept, maintaining a single source code core version and specializing the changes with JaTS. An interesting technique we are currently investigating to this end is customizing the game product line via Aspect Oriented Programming [12] . This paradigm aims at modularizing crosscutting concerns in the code, which is essentially the nature of the porting issues. This way, the maintenance of the code would be a simpler task, adding up in quality and productivity.
A recommendation that must be mentioned is to always test the versions on the real telephones and not trust only the emulator behavior. Many problems resulting from porting are found during the test phase when we use the actual devices, because in some cases the API implementations is not fully compliant to the specification. Keeping a knowledge base of these known bugs is a good practice. Finally, the discussed issues and guidelines are not inherently germane to the J2ME universe and could be applied to games developed with other technologies.
Related Work
Current approaches to porting can be classified in the following categories: pre-processing tools, general guidelines, specific guidelines, semi-automatic services, and formal approaches.
Tools like Antenna [1] and J2ME Polish [2] provide a pre-processing feature by which guidelines define a conditional compilation of the source code (written to comprise several platforms) according to the device in question. Besides that, J2ME Polish contains a device database (described with their peculiarities), which is used in the process of instantiating a specific variation. However, the use of compilation directives may compromise source code legibility.
Some approaches are specific to source and target devices, and consist of a descriptive document of the characteristics of these [14] . They specify the direction (source/target devices) of portability, but are more descriptive in terms of device features than prescriptive in terms of actually carrying out the porting.
Other approaches offer broader guidelines [6] , involving a research of the target device, an architecture reorganization and source code transformation, but underestimate the effort necessary for this last task.
A more recent approach [21] consists of specifying reference devices and specific guidelines to programming for these devices, and then generating the code for the target device with tool support. This approach is described as automatic, but demands that the game be coded according to the guidelines, which may itself be a resource demanding task.
Some recent formal approaches [8, 4, 10] propose an abstract specification of the elements of Graphical User Inter-face (GUI), devices characteristics, and user interface usage scenarios. Based on these, they generate code for different types of GUI. Unfortunately, such approaches depend on hypotheses which restrain the GUI's organization, have a considerable specification effort and address only GUI, not taking into consideration issues like heap memory and maximum application size constraints.
In order to better identify and understand some variations in the case studies, we could have used concern graphs [18] . Concern graphs localize an abstracted representation of program elements contributing to the implementation of a concern, making the dependencies between the contributing elements explicit. The graph is created iteratively by querying a model of the program, and by determining which elements (class, methods, and fields) and relationships returned as part of the queries contribute to the implementation of the concern. The querying process starts with a seed [18] , usually a class found with a lexical tool. From this class, the remaining elements are added with tool support.
In previous work, a language-independent way to represent porting-related variability is provided, and it is shown how it can be used to port J2SE applications to a J2ME product line [22] . This is similar to the program transformation approach we describe, but differs in that ours relies on language-specific constructs and variation points are identified in the program transformation language, whereas the latter is language independent, but requires the developer to explicitly specify the variation points in the base code.
Conclusion
Porting is an essential activity in the development of mobile applications, particularly in games. The great variety of devices and the business requirements demand that the same application be available in most such devices in a short period of time. This adds complexity to the development process, and software maintenance.
Maintaining software, on the other side, can be as much or even more an expensive task as developing it; maintaining a family of a product for several platforms is much more delicate than a single product. Therefore, it is important that these product lines be as well structured as possible, in order to support software evolution.
This paper presented an analysis of issues in porting mobile games, enumerating the main challenges, discussing current approaches, and describing case studies evaluating such techniques within real games. We further proposed some practices to improve the porting task.
